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A nonhomogeneous inflation in the scalar field theory is studied. The 
nonhomogeneity of the Universe is used to determine the scalar field po­
tential. Connection of the model with the elementary particles theory is 
suggested.
PACS numbers: 98.80. Bp, 98.80. Cq
Inflation of the nonhomogeneous field configuration leads to  a s ta te  which 
locally looks like an axially sym m etric one. In the inflationary model this 
effect is very small and is difficult to  m easure since inflation levels smoothen 
all the differences. In April 1997 Nodland and R alston [1] found an axial 
sym m etry by measuring the polarization plane of the electrom agnetic ra­
diation on cosmological distances. Even if th is report [2] is doubtful it is 
very interesting to  consider the consequences of the  nonhomogeneous field 
configuration before inflation.
M otivation of this investigation is twofold. Firstly, it is clear th a t  there 
exists a  much bigger num ber of nonhomogeneous s ta tes  than  homogeneous 
ones and it is more likely th a t  such a  configuration is a fair sta rting  point for 
the inflation studies. Secondly, a priori  it is possible to  find some rem nants 
of the world before inflation, and an assum ption of the nonhomogeneous 
inflation can lead to  indications how to find them . In o ther words, it gives 
the opportunity  of testing our elem entary particles theory on an extremely 
large energy level. To simplify the consideration we assume th a t the s ta te  of
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the Universe before inflation may be described by one self interacting scalar 
field <p . The chosen potential of the self interaction is the simplest possible. 
It is assumed th a t  the field configuration has the sm allest possible energy 
and can take all values of the field perm itted  by the inflation theory. The 
potential leading to  the inflation has the shape shown in Fig 1.
Fig. 1. The potential V(p)  leading to the inflation.
We can approxim ate this potential by
A p  +  Vq for
Vi -  I M 2p 2 forV(<p)
p  € (0; p i ) ,
p  € ( p u P j )  , (1 )
where A  — ’ anc* ^ o , V i , p i , p j  are param eters of the model. F0 is
the value of the potential in the false vacuum, \ \  and p \  are the height of 
the potential barrier and the value of p  a t the top  of the potential barrier, 
respectively, p j  is the value of the field a t which the inflation stops. In
the standard  inflation theory [3] the field p  “slowly rolls down” in potential
during the phase transition  [4] . This rolling down takes place from the 
top, or in some models, from the point near the  top  [3,4] of the potential 
barrier to  the value p j  — to  the place where “rolling down” is too fast to  
give considerable inflation [3]. We have a ttem p ted  to  find a sm ooth field 
configuration, sta rting  from the false vacuum and ending in p f  as a solution 
to  the spatially dependent equation of motion. The tim e evolution of this 
field configuration gives the inflation of the Universe. From the “slow roll” 
condition it is clear th a t locally for every value of p ,  the inflation occurs in 
the same way as like in the standard  theory. Provided the solution has the 
smallest possible energy we can assume the spherical sym m etry of the field 
configuration can be assumed. This leads to  the equation
where prim denotes differentiation with respect to  the space radius r. It is 
simple to  solve equation (2) with the potential (1). We obtain
<* =  /  6 r2 +  B  +  ^  for v » e ( 0; ^ i ) ,  f31
P  |  K s j n M r + L c o sM r  f o r  ( p e (^ p i . ( p f y
Solution w ith the smallest energy and with p  G {0',Pf) m ust fulfill the 
conditions
< t t \  _ 0d r  lv= o - 0 ,
l v = v / = 0 -  (4)
Using (4) and the condition th a t  p  m ust be continuous w ith its derivative in 
all points, we can show th a t B  and C  in (3) m ust vanish and th a t coefficients 
K  and L  are
K  =  Y7~c o sM ri +  \ j y Q_ y  V i ^ M r x  , (5)
L  =  V v T Ť b  ^ cos M ri  “  M 1 sin M ri ’
where rq =  y j Vi^ Vo P \  is the space radius of the field a t the top  of the 
potential barrier. There is a connection between the  potential and the field 
derivative for the solution of Eq. (2)
^ui'2 -  V<r) +  I ^  
Using (6) it is easy to  prove th a t
- p ' — ( r Í  l — dr  =  c o n s t. (6)
ü  J  T
/2
\ { V l - V 0) = l- M 2p )  +  f ^ d r .  (7)
The integral in (7) is elem entary and can readily be calculated. Equation
(7) gives the relationship between \ \  and Vo • A t this level of accuracy we 
can estim ate this relation to  be V] =  a Vo where a is of the order of 10. This 
estim ation stem s from the properties of the well known exact solutions of
(2). In fact Eq. (7) gives only the value of V\ — Vq and this value depends 
on M .  Inflation of the Universe arises from the rolling down in the p a rt of
the potential which is described by V\ — \ M 2ip2 .It is possible to  find the 
estim ation of M 2 from the “slow roll condition” [3]
to 2 f V ' \ 2
£ =  W * { v )  (8)
where in is the Planck mass. Using (4), (5) and (7) we can obtain the 
connection between and ipj. It may be proved th a t  ipf =  bipi, where 
b < 3. Finally using above form ulated conditions and solution (3) we can find 
relations between the param eters of the  model. We have seven param eters 
(Vo, Li, 9 i, <£>/, r l5 r j , M 2) and five equations
r2 n M  Vl
V m 2 <fj
<Pf ~  bipj (6 r :  3 ) ,
7T
2M  ’
V\ =  Vqa (a r j 10) . (9)
r f  <
To obtain numerical values of these param eters it is necessary to  find param ­
eters of the false vacuum (in our model tpi and Vo). These param eters may 
be estim ated from the observed properties of the Universe. One of them  can 
be found from the homogeneity of our Universe. This homogeneity leads to 
the num ber of e-folds during inflation [3]
N M = B I l d v ' ( io )
where JVw 60 [3]. Using th is equation and relations between param eters we 
can find the value of ipi
N m  (H iy i  =    , i  ■ (11)2sjtro In b
We ignore the fact th a t  in this model the Universe is slightly nonhomo­
geneous, because potential (1) is alm ost flat. Thus, nonhomogeneity may 
cause only negligible changes in N .  Value of the Vo can be estim ated from the 
assum ption th a t  the effect found by Nodland and Ralston is real. The non­
homogeneity reported in [1] may be caused by the  rem nant of the Universe 
before inflation. For a  rough estim ation we can assum e th a t the particles
which survive inflation have the same influence on the polarization plane
as standard  m atter. In this model the column density of these particles is
bigger in the direction of small inflation. In the opposite direction density 
of these particles is small. From [1] we have th a t  the ro tation  of the po­
larization plane of the electrom agnetic radiation is of several degrees when 
the radiation passes the cosmological distance. The sam e ro tation  may be 
caused by the few m eter passage of radiation through optically active m at­
ter with density g0 =  . From this we can estim ate the column density
of the rem nant particles gjg ~  10_ 25po- Using the num ber N  we can find 
the density of these particles in the epoch before inflation gA ~  f?olO~25e3Ar 
Assuming th a t  Vo ~  P qa , where P  is the factor connecting Vo with we 
find all param eters of the potential (1). For example
r i  ~  , ,  , N/7D v lO26e ~ ^ N m  U0 «  P p o10~s e3N- ^ -  , (12)
b ln b y / (P g o )  s m
where P , and b are num bers of the order of 10. We see th a t  in this very 
simple model it is possible to  find the properties of the false vacuum. This 
is not surprising since we used one more condition th an  is typically used. 
The model discussed above has some interesting advantages. The predicted 
nonhomogeneity can be compared with observations. Especially, if someone 
wants to  find particles from ancient Universe, it is clear in w hat direction 
one should look for them . For example m agnetic monopoles may have big­
ger density in the direction found in [1]. If the inflation arises in the way 
described above then the Universe splits into two parts. One of them  is our 
Universe. The other part, unfortunately under the horizon, has the proper­
ties of the world before inflation. This la tte r  p a rt of the world is created by 
th a t p a rt of the potential which lies on the left side of the potential barrier. 
The sphere of radius r\  is the “gate” to  this fascinating Universe. We see 
th a t our model leads to  observationally verifiable predictions.
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